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ABSTRACT

ARINC Research Corporation conducted a reliability review and analysis program to
provide the U.S. Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development Center with an
evaluation of the failure modes and effects and a quantitative reliability prediction for two
manufacturers' proposed Open-Cycle Fuel-Cen Power Plant systems. The failure modes and
effects analyses produced recommendations concerning the design adequacy and ultimate
maintainability of the proposed systems. Historical failure-rate data were compiled, and a
reliability-prediction mathematical model was developed for each manufacturer's system. A
computer program was developed to exercise this model, and reliability predictions were
"made for the two systems for different environmental conditions.
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FOREWORD

This report was prepared by ARINC Research Corporation for the U.S. Army Mobility
Equipment Center, Fort Belvoir, Virginia, under Contract DAAK01-70-D-4142. Its purpose
is to provide a quantitative reliability prediction of the Open-Cycle Fuel-Cell Power Plants
being developed by Engelhard Industries and Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Corporation.

ARINC Research Corporation wishes to express its thanks to Mr. M. Collins of
Engelhard Industries and Mr. T. Schiller of Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Corporation for their
excellent cooperation during the conduct of this program.
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SUMMARY

RELIABILITY PREDICTIONS

The results of the reliability predictions made for the Engelhard Industries and Pratt
and Whitney Aircraft Open-Cycle Fuel-Cell designs are summarized as follows:

Predicted Reliability*Environment

Engelhard Pratt & Whitney

Laboratory .9540 .9130

Portable Ground .9185 .8189

Tracked Vehicle .7870 .6828

*Probability of completing 24-hour operation without failure.

The analyses conducted in this study indicate that only the Engelhard design meets the
reliability goal of 95 percent. If Pratt and Whitney substituted a nickel-cadmium secondary
battery for a silver-zinc battery, their proposed design would also meet the goal. This study,
however, was based on the contractor's tentative dasign midway through Phase I. Certain
component changes could result in higher reliability.

ARINC Research believes that currently the design is not final enough and there is not
enough experience on the system or its components to determine an absolute value for
reliability. For the purpose of comparing the two manufacturers' designs, the reliability
predictions made in this study are adequate. They are, however, inadequate for comparison
against another power-plant technology. In addition, because the open-cycle fuel cell is in an
early stage of development, it was not possible to obtain data that would permit
determining the confidence levels on the computed reliability values.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The conclusions and recommendations resulting from this study are summarized ac
follows:

The Engelhard Industries design shows a higher reliability than the Pratt and Whitney
Aircraft design. If P&WA followved the recommendation to use a nickel-cadmium
secondary battery in place of a silver-zin bnftery, the P&WA design would show the

vii



slightly higher reliability. ARINC Research believes that the weight penalty involved
in using the nickel-cadmium battery rather than the silver-zinc battery is compen-
sated for by the increased reliability and is also mitigated by the USAMERDC
decision to eliminate the fuel tank from the design.

The most prevalent failure mode identified in the Failure Mode and Effects Analysis
was leakage, which varied in its effects from critical to minor. Because this mode can
occur at a great number of points in the system, a comprehensive leakage
specification should be prepared and imposed on every new power plant and on every
power plant that is rebuilt.

Some provisions should be made for identifying the components or subsystems of the
power plant that have failed. There are no monitoring devices for either system
design that would allow maintenance personnel to pinpoint the cause of cell-output
failure. There are many components in the subsystems whose failure could result in
cell-output failure. Isolating the cause is currently a trial-and-error task.

The fuel solenoid valve in the Engelhard design appears to serve no essential purpose.
Since its failure to open would preclude fuel-cell operation, it should be eliminated.
A manually operated valve could be substituted to provide for servicing and safety.
Consideration should also be given to redesigning the Engelhard system to use only a
single fuel pump; this would reduce the pump failure rate by one-half.

It is recommended that another reliability and availability prediction of the
Open-Cycle Fuel-Cell Power Plant be performed before the Advanced Development
Model (ADM) is completed. This would update the prediction made in this study and
permit the use of operational and test data accumulated on the system and its
components. In addition, the design of the electronic systems should be completed
by that time, which would permit a more precise prediction than was made in this
study.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Under Contract DAAKO1-70-D-4142 to the U.S. Army Mobility Equipment Command,
ARINC Research evaluated the reliability of two Open-Cycle Fuel-Cell Power Plants under
development for the Electrotechnology Department at the U.S. Army Mobility Equipment
Research and Development Center (USAMERDC).

The purpose of these evaluations was to make quantitative reliability predictions for the
two candidate configurations and to provide USAMERDC with the basic tools for
performing future reliability analyses. The following tasks were performed for each
configuration:

Review available information on the open-cycle fuel-cell power plant to establish

baseline data

Identify a representative mission and define failure
Perform a failure modes and effects analysis

Develop a reliability-prediction model at the major-component level that is flexible

enough to permit configuration changes and the use of various types of failure
distributions, and to determine sensitivity to input data
Perform a reliability prediction for the two candidate systems in the anticipated

operating environments and for a hypothetical system with idealized characteristics
Develop an estimate of the mean active-repair times and availabilities for the
candidate systems
Identify the functional level of maintenance

This report presents a background discussion and description of the candidate systems,
a failure modes and effects analysis for each system, the reliability-prediction model used
and the predictions resulting from its use, and the conclusions and recommendations
resulting from the study.



CHAPTER TWO

BACKGROUND

2.1 GENERAL

The U.S. Army is currently conducting a technical evaluation of silent ground-power
systems. The Open-Cycle Fuel-Cell Power Plant, designed by USAMERDC, is one of the
candidate systems. Two contracts to develop an Open-Cycle Fuel-Cell Power Plant were
awarded by USAMERDC. One was awarded to Engelhard Industries of Newark, New Jersey,
and the other to Pratt and Whitney Aircraft of East Hartford, Connecticut. The contracts
called for the development of a system in accordance with "Purchase Description for
Open-Cycle Fuel-Cell Power Plant, Direct Current, 1.5 Kilowatt," dated 23 January 1970.

The Purchase Description outlined the specifications for the development of an
Advanced Development Model (ADM) Open-Cycle Fuel-Cell Power Plant set. The set is to
consist of a phosphoric-acid fuel-cell subsystem and fuel-conditioner subsystem with as
many of the following items as required: voltage regulator, controls, fuel tank, batteries,
battery-charging system, winterization equipment, weather-resistant housing, rigid skid base,
and other devices as required to achieve a complete Open-Cycle Fuel-Cell Power Plant. (The
requirement for a fuel tank was subsequently deleted by USAMERDC.)

Engelhard Industries and Pratt and Whitney Aircraft have been developing a 1.5-kW
breadboard power plant and will submit a design for a 1.5-kW ADM power plant as part of
the Phase I requirements. USAMERDC will evaluate the proposed ADM design in order to
determine which contractor is to be awarded the Phase II contract for the development of
the family of fuel-cell power plants. Phase II requires deliveries of 1.5-kW ADM power
plants.

2.2 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

The salient features of the ADM Purchase Description are the noise, weight, volume,
and starting requirements. During operation, the generator set shall be inaudible in any
direction at a distance of 100 meters. Its weight, exclusive of fuels, shall be 150 pounds or
less, and its volume shall be less than eight cubic feet. Without a winterization system, the
set shall be capable of starting within 15 minutes; and with winterization equipment, it must
be capable of starting within 30 minutes. A minimum operating time of 1500 hours (5000
hours desired) without servicing, maintenance, overhaul, or replacement of parts other than
routine servicing and periodic adjustment is required. The set shall have a reliability of 95
percent with a confidence level of 90 percent for a mission duration of 24 hours, with an
inherent availability of 98 percent. The set must also be capable of operating with combat
fuels.

3
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2.3 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The open-cycle fuel cell is an indirect hydrocarbon-air fuel-cell system tailored
specifically for low-power tactical uses. The process schematic, Figure 1, shows this system.
A regenerative thermo-catalytic cracker converts the fuel (gasoline, kerosene, etc.) to a
hydrogen-rich gas, which in turn is electrochemically oxidized in a fuel cell to produce
electrical power. The hydrogen-generation and fuel-cell subsystems are described below.

Fuel Cell
REGENERATIVE -_

REACTOR

Air In__ _ _

Cracker Burn-Out Air Exhaust
B~ed Exhaust

Exhaust
S Fuel In

) Metering

Start-Up Burner Pump

Figure 1. SCHEMATIC, OPEN-CYCLE FUEL-CELL POWER PLANT

The open-cycle system has no closed process loops, which gives this system its name. As
shown in Figure 1, the fuel passes through the cracker to the cell, where most of the
hydrogen is consumed and the excess and diluents are exhausted. The primary control fluid
for each subsystem is air. Each subsystem has its own air supply and control operating in
total independence of each other. One feedback control is desirable, however, to throttle
the power plant by matching fuel flow rate to hydrogen demand. Unlike earlier closed-loop
systems, no special control logic is required to stabilize the system during transient-load
conditions.

2.3.1 Hydrogen-Generation Subsystem

In regenerative thermo-catalytic cracking, the hydrocarbon fuel passes through a hot
catalyst bed, cracking to hydrogen and carbon. The carbon is retained by the catalyst, and
the endothermic cracking energy is supplied by the sensed heat change of the bed. Before
the bed plugs with carbon or its temperature drops below an efficient cracking level, the fuel
flow is switched to a second bed so that hydrogen production is not interrupted. The first
bed is regenerated by burning the stored carbon, which reheats the catalyst bed. The process
streams are switched at approximately three-minute intervals, depending on bed size and
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fuel flow rates. Bed-temperature variations during a complete cracking-regeneration cycle
are usually maint ined between limits of 15000 and 19000 F.

The product gas compositions and flow rates for a complete cycle are shown in Figure
2. The hydrogen produced represents approximately 88 percent of that contained in the
combat gasoline. The remaining hydrogen is formed into methane plus small amounts of
ethane, benzene, and water, and is not usable. The product composition and yield for
kerosene-type fuels is similar.

The bum-out-cycle gas composition shown in Figure 2 represents the minimum air flow
found necessary for carbon removal, equal to an average combustion product of equai
volumes of CO and CO 2 . The heat of combustion for this product exceeds the
cracking-energy requirement. With ambient air used for combustion and exhausted at bed
temperature, the heat of combustion is more than twice that required for cracking. At high
fuel-flow rates, burning the carbon to less than stoichiometric CO 2 minimizes the bed's
cooling requirement. Conversely, at low fuel-input rates representative of part-loid
power-plant operation, a proportionally higher air flow completes the combustior, to CO,
releasing additional heat to offset thermal losses.

The most important aspect of the regenerative cracking process for military use is its
performance using low-grade, impure fuels, such as combat gasoline. In the regenerative
cracker, lead is removed from the bed during the bum-out in much the same way as in an
engine. Sulfur in the fuel is retained on the catalyst during the hydrogen-generation portion
of the cycle and is then burned off by the air. The nickel catalyst favors reduction of
hydrogen sulfide in the reducing atmosphere of the cracking cycle, while the formation of
sulfur dioxide is favored thermodynamically when oxygen is present.

2.3.2 Fuel-Cell Subsystem

The fuel-cell subsystem is based on phosphoric-acid-electrolyte fuel-cell technology. A
phosphoric-acid fuel cell has two characteristics that make it desirable in this application:

1. It is thermally stable and nonreactive with any component in air or in a
hydrogen-product stream derived from logistic fuels.

2. It is usable at moderate temperatures - 2500 to 3000 F - temperatures at which
carbon monoxide is not strongly absorbed on the anode catalyst and at which the
fuel-cell waste heat can be removed by the process air stream.

These two characteristics benefit the power plant because they minimize subsystem
interface with the fuel conditioner and permit singularly simple fuel-cell-subsystem control.

The hydrogen-generator product stream, dilute in hydrogen and containing carbon
monoxide, can be used by this fuel cell without purification. Similarly, the reactant air
needs no pretreatment.

The process-control requirements for the phosphoric-acid-electrolyte fuel cell (reactant
oxygen supply, product water removal, thermal control) are simple. The water produced in
any air-breathing fuel cell is removed by evaporation into the reactant air stream. With other
aqueous electrolytes, the air stream must be carefully proportioned to electrical-current
drain to prevent either electrolyte dilution or concentration beyond narrow limits.
Anhydrous phosphoric acid at 2500 to 3000 F. retains an adequate ionic conductivity;
therefore, there is no constraint on maximum air flow over the cathode to prevent excessive

5
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electrolyte concentration. An air-flow rate high enough to remove all the cells' waste heat
will automatically provide the oxygen for the electrochemical reaction and remove all
product water without disabling the cell.

Phosphoric acid has two major electrochemical deficiencies in comparison with other
fuel-cell electrolytes: first, it has by far the poorest conductivity, which limits the power
capability of a unit of cell area because of internal resistance losses; second, its corrosiveness
limits the electro-catalyst, with present technology, to platinum-group metals.

t
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CHAPTER THREE

RELIABILITY-PREDICTION MODEL

3.1 SYSTEM DEFINITIONS

Each of the contractors, Engelhard Industries and Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, iq
developing a 1.5-kW breadboard power plant and will submit a design for a 1.5-kW
Advanced Development Model. Each of the contractor's proposed models consists of
hydrogen-generation, fuel-cell, and electronic-control subsystems. The hydrogen-generation
and fuel-cell subsystems of each are designed to accomplish the functions described in
Chapter Two. The electronic-control subsystems provide power regulation as well as control
of the electrically actuated components of the system.

The following subsections provide a brief description of the proposed designs of each of

the contractors.

3.1.1 Engelhard Industries System

Figure 3 is a schematic of the proposed ADM design from Engelhard. This design
incorporates dual fuel pumps that are alternately cycled-on electronically to provide fuel to
the reactors (cracker beds) during the thermal-cracking or hydrogen-generation phase. They
are alternately cycled-off during the burn-off phase. A check-relief valve is inserted in each
fuel-supply line to gtrd against back pressure to the pump. Air is cycled alternately to the
reactors by means of spring-loaded, cam-actuated valves. A cam drive train, actuated by a
slow-speed motor, actuates the air-inlet valves, the burn-off exhaust valves, and the
hydrogen-supply valves. The cams are designed to provide the proper sequencing of: (1) fuel
and air into each of the reactors, (2) burn~off effluent to the three-way valve, and (3)
generated hydrogen to the fuel-cell stack. Th7 three-way valve is used either to exhaust the
burn-off effluent to the atmosphere or to divert it through a heat exchanger in the fuel-cell
stack to bring it to the proper operating temperature.

A gas trap is placed in the hydrogen streain between the hydrogen-generation and
fuel-cell subsystems to cleanse the hydrogen of any methane, lead, or sulfur impurities.

The fuel-cell stack consists of approximately 60 phosphoric-acid cells that are cooled by
an air-manifold device. The temperature of the stack is controlled by allowing exhaust gas to
be diverted through the heat exchanger as described above.

Control of the fuel cell is provided by the power conditioner, central sequence timer,

fuel-cell demand detector, and other circuits as shown in Figure 3.

The cell is started up initially by burning fuel in both reactors and venting the exhaust
through the fuel-cell-stack heat exchanger. Fuel is ignited by the use of a platinum-wire

9
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igniter in the reactor. This ignition continues until the cell stack reaches its operating
temperature. The number 2 fuel pump is then shut off and the thermal cracking process is
started in the number 1 reactor. The cell is then operated by cycling between reactor
number 1 and reactor number 2. The optimum cycle time has not yet been determined.
Start-up power for the igniters and pumps is provided by a nickel-cadmium secondary
battery.

3.1.2 Pratt and Whitney Aircraft System

Figure 4 is a schematic of the proposed Pratt and Whitney ADM design. This design
incorporates a single fuel pump that is continuously energized during system operation.
Cycling between crackers is accomplished by means of fuel solenoid valves actuated by an
electronic control unit. Similarly, air is cycled into the crackers during the purge cycle by
means of solenoid valves that are actitated by an electronic control unit. A diverter valve is
positioned downstream to divert hydrogen gas into the fuel-cell stack and the burn-off
effluent into the fuel-cell-stack heat exchanger. Fuel-cell process air is suppiied by an air
blower. The fuel-cell stack is equipped with a recycle control system, which allows the air
not used in the electrolytic process to be recycled, thus retaining some of its heat. A recycle
control valve is provided to open the exit-air plenum to the atmosphere in the event that the
recycle air is too hot.

A hydrogen vent is supplied in the stack to exhaust any impurities in the hydrogen gas
stream that will not react electrochemically in the cell. This vent will be some type of orifice
or valve.

Electrical control is supplied by a voltage regulator (buck regulator) and an electronic
control unit. The buck regulator regulates the dc power output from the cell to a constant
voltage and supplies parasitic power to the electrically controlled devices in the system. The
electronic control unit, not yet designed, provides approximately 15 regulating or control
functions.

The Pratt and Whitney system is started up by opening up both fuel-cell solenoid valves
and burning fuel in the cracker beds. The fuel is ignited by use of a conventional spark plug
actuated by an exciter. Battery power from a silver-zinc secondary battery supplies the
start-up power to energize the exciter and the blowers.

3.2 SYSTEM MISSION

The mission fE-, which the reliability of the open-cycle fuel-cell system is preuicted is a
24-hour system-operating time, including start-up. The system is externally connected to a
fuel supply, which is not part of the reliability prediction.

3.3 ENVIRONIk'NTS

There is little operational information on mechanical or electromechanical equipment
that relates environmental effects to equipment failure rate. Various handbooks provide
data from which environmental effects can be grossly estimated by the use of a weighting
factor. The three environments for which some weighting factors ar available are described
below.

11
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3.3.1 Portable Ground Environment

The set is in a portable condition, not rigidly mounted in a fixed installation; it can be
moved from place to place in vehicles traveling over unimproved roads and can be loaded
and unloaded manually.

3.3.2 Tracked-Vehicle Environment

The set is mounted on a tracked vehicle capable of traveling over open terrain. The set is
subject to severe shock and vibration in transport. It will normally be operated while the
vehicle is not moving, although operation is not restricted to times when the vehicle is
stationary.

3.3.3 Laboratory Environment (Hypothetical System with Idealized Characteristics)

The laboratory environment was used to meet the contract requirement to develop a
prediction for a hypothetical system with idealized characteristics. It is assumed that the
sets are functioning in a laboratory, with skilled personnel operating and maintaining the
power plants.

3.4 FAILURE DEFINITION

The failure of any critical component that prevents the Open-Cycle Fuel-Cell Power
Plant from meeting 100-percent power-output capability constitutes system failure. A
critical component is any item or part whose failure would preclude successful operation of
the system or create a safety hazard. This category includes the components required for
starting the system.

3.5 RELIABILITY ASSUMPTIONS

In predicting the reiiability of the two power-plant system designs, it was necessary to
make certain asusmptions that provided the basis for the predictions. These assumptions,
applied to both contractor's systems, are as follows:

Once the system ha& exceeded the infant-mortality period, the failure rate does not
change during the life of the system. This assumption permits using the exponential
distribution to evaluate system reliability. It is imprecise to make this assumption in
the case of mechanical components because such components generally experience
wear-out and fil more frequently as they get older. Their reliability is more aptly
characterized by the normal distribution. In using the exponential distribution, we
assume an average failure rate, which might be higher than the failure rate for the
time period for which the reliability is computed. An assumption is necessary here,
however, because we do not have enough data or experience with the equipment's
performance to characterize the failure distributions precisely. For purposes of
comparing the two designs, this assumption is adequate.
For complete mission success, all components must function in accordance with their

specified requirements, without degradation or failure, for the prescribed time in the
mission. This assumption does not consider the effects of any scheduled mainten-
ance. Maintenance plans have not yet been developed.

13



3.6 RELIABILITY BLOCK DIAGRAMS

A reliability block diagram can be considered a logic chart that depicts, by means of an
arrangement of blocks and lines, the effect of failure of equipment items on the system's
functional capability. Items whose failure causes system failure are shown in series with
other items. Items whose failure causes system failure only when some other item has also
failed are shown in parallel with the other items.

Neither the Engelhard nor the Pratt and Whitney system incorporates component
redundancy. Piece-part redundancy may exist in some of the electronic components, but
reliability values were developed only at the component level. Therefore, the reliability
diagram for each proposed system is a simple series arrangement of components. If we
considered a degraded mode in which maximum output power was not required, the cracker
beds could be considered somewhat redundant. This would be the case only if the secondary
battery were so configured into the system as to provide power during the bum-out cycle.
Such a configuration is most easily made in the Pratt and Whitney system since sequencing
is accomplished electrically rather than mechanically, as it is in the Engelhard system.

The basic reliability block diagram for an open-cycle fuel-cell power plant is shown in
Figure 5.

Hydrogen- Fuel- Electrical-
Generation Cell Control
Subsystem Subsystem Subsystem

Figure 5. RELIABILITY BLOCK DIAGRAM, OPEN-CYCLE
FUEL-CELL POWER PLANT

Basically, the open-cycle fuel-cell power plant is composed of three primary
subsystems:

Hydrogen-Generation Subsystem. This subsystem is made up of all the components
that are required for hydrogen generation or fuel cracking. It includes all tubing to
the fuel-cell stack, which carries generated hydrogen or hot gases, and the
components required for start-up.

Fuel-Cell Subsystem. This subsystem includes all those components involved in the
process of electrochemically combining H2 and 02 and producing electrical power.
Electronic Control Subsystem. This subsystem includes all electronic components
used either to regulate fuel-cell output and provide parasitic power to the electrically
actuated components or to provide electrical control of these components. It also
includes the battery used for start-up.

14



Figures 6 and 7 are the reliability block diagrams for the Engelhard and Pratt and
Whitney systems, respectively. A five-digit code is assigned to each block in the diagrams to
uniquely identify each component in each subsystem. This facilitates computer processing
of the data and makes it easier to add or eliminate components as the design changes.

3.7 RELIABILITY-PREDICTION EQUATION

The reliability-prediction equation expresses the mathematical relationships between
the system components in the reliability block diagTam, showing how they are related to
overall system reliability.

The system components of the open-cycle fuel-cell power plant have essentially a direct
series relationship. The computer model calculates the reliabilitier of all the components
individually. The elements required for these calculations are the failure distribution of each
component or circuit, the component operating time or cycles, and whether or not the
component is a redundant element in the overall model. These data are inputted into the
model with the component's five-digit identification number (see Chapter Seven).

The series model for either system composed of n components can be simply expressed
as

n

Rs - V Ri(t) - Ri"R2 "R 3 "Rn
i-1

where

Its = system reliability

Ri(t) - reliability of the ith component as a function of time (t)

t - mission time

The equations for calculating the reliabilities of three distributions for any single
component are as follows:

Exponential

Ri(t) - e-Xit

Normal
00 (t- 00)2

f 1 202

Ri(t) -Je dt

t
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Log Normal
(Qn OItL)

RI(t) - I e dt
oV'2f tt

The computer program has an additional option for including a value of reliability for a
component without regard to its failure distribution.

It was necessary to assume an exponential distribution of failures for the predictions in
this study. However, during prototype testing and development testing, with the proper

data-collection techniques and sufficient test time, it will be possible to determine the true
failure distributions for each component.
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Figure 6. RELIABILITY DIAGRAM, ENGELHARD INDUSTRIES OPEN-CYCLE
FUEL-CELL POWER PLANT
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Figure 6. (continued)
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Figure 7. RELIABILITY DIAGRAM, PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT OPEN-
CYCLE FUEL-CELL POWER PLANT
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CHAPTER FOUR

DATA COLLECTION

4.1 DEVELOPMENT OF EQUIPMENT FAILURE RATES

Operational data for the fuel-cell systems being developed by each of the contractors
were not available for this study. It was therefore necessary to research a number of
failure-rate date sources to obtain data on components similar to those of the fuel-cell
systems. The primary sources used were Government and contractor data banks, which list
failure rates for a variety of mechanical, electrical, and electronic components. The sources
used in this study are listed in Appendix A.

The failure rate of the generic component from each source that was found to describe
best the nature and use of the components of the proposed fuel-cell systems was recorded.
When failure rates for a component were available in more than one source, the sources were
compared and a decision was made concerning which was most representative.

Failure-rate estimates were also obtained from manufacturers of all of the commercially
available components of the two systems. In some instances, this was the only source of
data.

Where the components of the two proposed systems were similar (e.g., fuel-cell stack,
blowers, etc.), the same failure rate was used for both.

The failure rates tabulated in Tables 1 and 2 were assumed to have been derived under
laboratory or zero-environmental-stress conditions. To project the rate of failure at other
than laboratory conditions, modifying or K-factors were developed. The environmental-
adjusting factors were derived by using the information given in the various failure-rate-data
sources. These K-factors adjust the failure rates to the anticipated environment.

In Tables 1 and 2, three K-factors are listed. They correspond to the environmental
categories listed in Chapter Three:

K, -Fixed Ground

K2 - Tracked Vehicle

K3 - Laboratory (Hypothetical System)

The same set of adjusting factors was used for all mechanical and electromechanical
components. A different set of adjusting factors was used for the electronic and electrical
components. The data sources used showed that these two classes of components were
affected differently by environment.
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Table 1. COMPONIT FAILURU DATA, IZNGI ARD IUELCELL SYS'IM

Falures Par
Group Component Naml Duty So (

Code No. Csom oN Cycle Appendix A)
Cycles- (ey)

20101 Fuel Solenoid Valve 11.0 14 6 1 1 R-11

20102 Fuel Pump No. 1 8.70 4 6 1 0. iR-1

20103 Fuel Pump No. 2 8.70 1.4 0.5 R-11

20104 Check Relief Valve No. 2 0.08 cy 6 240 cy/day R-11

20105 Check Relief Valve No. 2 0.08 cy 1.4 6 1 240 cy/day R-11

20106 Inverter, Reactor Air 21.00 2.5 3.5 1 1 R-l1

20107 Blower, Reactor Air 565.5 1.4 6 1 1 Manufactur,

20108 Filter, Reactor Air 0.55 1.4 6 1 1 FARADA

20109 Air.inlet Valve No. 1 16.00 1.4 6 1 1 R-11

20110 Ar-inlet Valve No. 2 16.00 1.4 6 1 1 R-11

20111 Reactor No. 1 0.2 1.4 6 1 0.5 P&WA

20112 Reactor No. 2 0.2 1.4 8 1 0.5 P&WA

20113 igniter No. 1 0.02 1.4 6 1 10 -c. k-11

20114 Igniter No. 2 0.02 1.4 6 1 10 . R-11

20115 Cam Drive Train 0.40 1.4 6 1 1 R.I1

20116 Motor, Cam Drive 9.36 1.4 6 1 1 R-11

20117 Automatic 3-Way Valve 47.3 1.4 6 1 1 FARADA

20118 Methanator 0.2 1.4 6 1 1 P&WA

20119 H, Supply Solenoid No. 1 50.0 cy 1.4 6 1 240 cy/day Manufactu.'r

20120 H! Supply Solenoid No. 2 50.0 cy 1.4 6 1 240 cylday Manufacturer

20121 Bum-Off Valve No. 1 16.00 1.4 6 1 0.5 R-11

20122 Bum-Off Valve No. 2 16.00 1.4 6 1 0.5 R-11

20123 Tubing 0.20 1.4 6 1 1 FARADA

20201 Cell Stack 6.00 1.4 6 1 1 P&WA

20202 Heat Exchanger 5,00 1.4 6 1 1 R-i1

20203 Blower. Process Air 29.00 1.4 6 1 1 Manufacturer

20204 Inverter. Pmncet Air Blower 21.00 1.4 6 1 1 R-11

20205 Filter., Prces Air 0.56 1.4 6 1 1 FARADA

20301 Ce.nui Sequence Timer 0 2.5 3.5 1 1

20302 Motor. Central Sequence Timuil 9.36 1.4 6 1 1 R-1I

20303 Fuel-Cell Demand Detector 0 2.5 3.5 1 1

20304 Power Condutioner and Controls 228.31 2.5 3.5 1.0 1 ARINC RewarchII AAGI

20305 Furl-Cell Temperature Control 
2.5 3.5 1.0 1

2.0306 Furl Cell lnder Tempenature * 2.5 3.5 1.0 1

20307 Battery 5m Cy.. 2.5 35 LO I cy ARINC Rnearch

• DW& got wexje. - 5euo & I fta sNobay uatmos.

A..& 4 - i a4, mspa.4t6C -. •.



Tb•Iu. COMIONENT FAIM DATA, PLAIT & WHITNRY AIRCRArr FUELCELL 6YfflPl

hfdwm FoQup • l•t Son (me,
O. 6 14 0._ KH or Cycle AePuAd A)

_ _ _ (cy) I
10101 Flter, Cic Ar o0.65 1.4 6 1 1 FARADA
10102 hwuter, Crmcke Ar BMvew 2.00 1.4 6 1 1 R-11

10108 Blow, Crackr Air 19.00 1.4 6 1 1 Manufactie

10104 No. 1 A.Bselctor SDmold Volvo 10.00 1.4 6 1 0.6 Manufactum

10106 No. 2 AkMdctor Solenoid Volvo 10.00 1.4 6 1 0.1 ManufactUm.

10106 Ezctw No. 1 16.70 2.5 8.5 1 10 Nm. Mfg. (MIL.
MD.756)

10107 Wmpter No. I 275.0 1.4 6 1 10 me. FARADA

10103 Extctag No. 2 16.70 25 8.6 1 10 oc. Mfg. (MIL-
6TD.756)

10100 lnilau No. 2 275.00 1.4 6 1 10 W.. FARADA

10110 No. 1 FueIolckw Solmnoid Volve 11.00 1.4 6 1 0.5 R-11

10111 No. 2 uald.Suectk, Soal.ond Volve 11.00 1.4 6 1 0.5 R.11

10112 No. Il ud Vapalser 0.02 1.4 6 1 1 rmin. R-11

10118 No. 2 IFue Vpoiseir 0.02 .4 6 1 15 min. R-1l

10114 Crckue Bed No. 1 0.20 1.4 a 1 0.5 P&WA

10115 Crcker Bed No. 2 0.20 1.4 6 1 0.5 P&WA

10116 Dhwt. Volvo 47.3 1.4 5 1 1 FARADA

10117 Divester Valve Drive 40.0 cy 1.4 6 1 240 cyl/day ManufKtwr

10118 T•abW4 0.20 1.4 6 1 1 FARADA

10119 Fuel Pump 8.70 1.4 6 1 1

10201 Proeis Ai Filter 0.65 1.4 6 1 1 FARADA

10202 inve . Proe.m Akr 21.00 25 3.5 1 1 R-11

10203 Blower. Pxem Aik 6.8 1.4 6 1 1 bbmufwta'W

10204 113c f Cooler 5.00 1.4 6 1 1 R-11

10205 Thrmt Ducting 0.1 1.4 6 1 1 R-11

10206 Probuder 5.00 1.4 6 1 1 R-11

10207 Ak-ilet Plmm 0.61 1.4 6 1 1 R-11

10"06 Fudu 8Blck Asmbly 6.00 1.4 1 1 P&WA

l0one Akr-Eit Pleesm 061 1.4 6 1 1 R-11

10210 Butterfly &40 1.4 6 1 1 R.11
A021I Ratycle Ccmaot Val 10.o00 . 1 1 Manufacturer

10212 Rocycle Cw.mol Dlt 0.51 1.4 6 1 1 R-11
10213 H, Vent 12.2 1.4 6 1 1 FARADA

10301 Vom ae s 186.212 2. 3.5 1.0 1 Mk 217A

10B02 j BcWimk c.atol UFit 46.0 2. &. 1.0 I 1 AEG EsumMe
10803 Ban-, 0.000 cy* 2. 3. 1.0 1 ARIWC Romm•rc•

_ I _ _ _ _ _ ___ ,•l,,. •• emq



'l'here are very few failure data on mechanical equipment that show the effects of
temperature extremes on operating life. Temperature effects were therefore not considered
in the environmental conditions.

Tables 1 and 2 also show the mission duty cycle considered for each component.
Numerical values represent the ratio of component operating time to the 24-hour mission
time. Times or cycles indicate the amount of time or number of cycles the component is
expected to operate during i 24-hour mission.

4.2 DEVELOPMENT OF EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE DATA

Because development of the open-cycle fuel-cell power plant is in an early stage, there
are no available data for estimating system maintainability. For the purpose of this study, it
was thv,, assumed that the contractors can at least meet the goal established in the Purchase
Descri;Von. The Purchase Description requires that the system have a mean corrective-
maintenance time of three man-hours. It is assumed that corrective maintenance can always
be accomplished by a single maintenance man and tiat the mean time to repair (MTTR) for
the open-cycle fuel-cell power plant is t-hree hours.

The maintenance policy for the system is outlined generally in the Purchase
Description, which requires that the system be designed to facilitate servicing and
maintenance. All components that require periodic servicing as a matter of normal routine
maintenance must be readily accessible without removal of any other parts. Routine-
maintenance components include filters, methanators or gas traps, igniters (spark plugs or
ignition wires), gauges, etc. The location of high-failure-rate parts and parts that require
frequent preventive maintenance must be such as to minimize the time and effort required
to perform the necessary maintenance action.

Both Engelhard and Pratt and Whitney are designing their systems to these
requirements, with a goal of easy replacement of all components. Our review of the
proposed designs of both contractors indicates that this goal can be met.

With regard to maintainability, it is strongly recommended that a monitoring system be
incorporated that will permit diagnoses of the cause of system failure. In the failure modes
and effects analysis, it was found that several failure modes that can occur in any of the
three subsystems would result in system shutdown or loss of power output. Without some
form of monitoring device, the cause cannot always he determined from a visual
examination of the set. Therefore, diagnostic time (and hence total repair timex will be
excessive. This tends to decrease system availability and increase the spare-system
requirements.

The recommended monitoring subsystem should be developed dusing the development
of the ADM. Its design should be based on the monitoring of those failure modes that have
the highest probability of causing mission failure. For example, it should be able to monitor
the power conditioner and controls of the Engelbard system or the electronic control
system of the Pratt and Whitney system in order to determine readily which circuits have
failed.
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CHAPTER FIVE

FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS

5,1 ANALYSIS METHOD

The Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) is a systematic examination of all
components of the system to identify their functions, the manner in which they might fail,
and the effects of failure on the overall system in relation to mission performance and
personnel safety.

The identification of problem areas can lead to design changes that will improve
reliability and maintainability and produce savings for the entire program. With the results
of an FMEA, program management can adjust the design test and evaluation programs to
provide maximum assurance that the possibility of occurrence of critical failures has been
either eliminated or reduced to an insignificant level.

In this study, a Failure Modes and Effects Analysis was conducted on the fuel-cell
design proposed by each contractor - Engelhard and Pratt and Whitney. These analyses are
presented in Tables 3 and 4.

The following elements comprise the FMEA format used:

Group Code Number - the numbers assigned to each component or circuit in the
reliability block diagrams in Section 3.6
Description of Component/Assembly - the nomenclature of the components or
circuits as specified by each manufacturer
Function - the general description of each FMEA component's functioning in the

system
Failui'e Mode - the type of failure judged to have a significant probability
of occurring during a mission
Failure Cause - the most probable cause of the failure

Failure Effect - the effect of the failure on the system and the mission

Criticality - the severity of each failure mode and its relaked failure effect on a
discrete phase of the mission:

Critical (C) - a failure that is judged hazardous to personnel

Major (M) - a failure that significantly degrades the performance of the

component or delays its function such that it may not complete a mission or a
discrete phase thereof
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Minor (m) - a failure that does not have a significant effect on the ability of the
component to complete the discrete phase of the mission, but should be
repaired eventually

Action Taken/Avoidance Technique - the action to be taken by the user to return
the set to operational condition; or the technique that can be used during
manufacture to eliminate, or minimize the effect of, the failure mode or to make the
set easier to repair in the field

5.2 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FROM FMEA

The failure mode that can occur most frequently for both the Engelhard and Pratt and
Whitney designs is leakage. The failure effect varies according to the location and severity of
the leakage. In some cases, the effect would be minor. In any event, this mode can occur on
most of the components. It is recommended, therefore, that specifications be developed for
leakage and that leak tests be designed accordingly. As a minimum, each newly built system
or rebuilt system should be thoroughly leak-tested prior to use. The cause of any detected
leakage above the specification limits should be determined and eliminated.

In the design of the ADM, and ultimately the production-model fuel cell, serious
consideration should be given to the logistics implications of cost, schedule, availability,
maintainability, spares, and training requirements. For example, the manufacturer of the
blowers for both the fuel-cell air and the reactor air recommends that the blower-motor
bearings not be stored for more than six months in humid climates and one year in dry
climates. This will have an important impact on spares-provisioning and replacement
policies. It may be necessary, for example, to develop some sort of storage container for the
blowers or bearings, or both, that would minimize the effects of long-term storage. This, in
turn, would add to the total system cost. Alternatively, an investigation could be made to
determine the possibility of incoiporating a blower with longer bearing shelf life.

In the design of the production model, provisions should also be made for monitoring
the various functional elements of the system to determine their operability. There is little
provision for such monitoring in either the Engelhard or Pratt and Whitney proposed
designs. Monitoring is necessary for efficient troubleshooting of the system and for repair
without excessive downtime. The monitoring system developed should be compatible with
the maintenance philosophy. Monitoring of field-replaceable units, for example, should be a
prime consideration.

5.3 ENGELHARD DESIGN CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following conclusions and recommendations resulted from the FMEA of the
Engelhard design:

The fuel solenoid valve appears to serve no real purpose except as a backup check

valve to the fuel pumps and the check-relief valves. Failure of this solenoid to open
would preclude fuel-cell operation. (This is the predominant and most probable mode
since the valve is normally closed.) Failure to close would have little or no effect
since the head pressure of the fuel on the nonoperating pump would be too slight to
be of any consequence. Therefore, the solenoid should be eliminated. A manually
operated valve could be substituted to provide for servicing and safety.
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11 i, go. supl P.o to latck. mode shtould not occur.

ot ucy methaeo,
1,,ldad, or slainir
pr:a,; 10 eaterogl

Lenh Poore weld, damaged May cesuilt in Preaouee at Conduct leait teal after installaog orw
gasket or sealant drop, and Hi flow wall metbuootor.

be degraded. Call output
- . - romy drop-

201119 11,cil Niiroly y lrcl, Closd open circuat due to H, gas prr~aure wall be C Mornat- pressaure sod tae monitor to
StA-..cl V.l1- I oatd pnt wan breabaga or con- bualt up end may cauae shut-dowa circuat.

all.w if, ias. gin toot drtenorstaon. catestrophac trapture end

fromd rra-t Short circuat doe to Possible explosion.
00 jt-I f. vibration or contoma-

01e.0 Damatged cel-ia sprang. Sumn-oft efflauet wall he Pd
conteanoaitton intedl to foal tell. Coill

my be poasoned and
electrical output wall
drop H, pressure .. Ul be

hih, burne out dar to tt
Mtost. therefore, tl, wall
be axnausilsc mat 3-way
tellve. Metbaniatar my
tar, afloat exhaust and
H,

Impopr ea coail H, ge. wall be leaked to C Conduct leak last on all nr" systemf
by otbrottoo or at- urroenuding enarnmntisala or irebuild.
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20120 H, Supply Normally dosed; Closed Open circuit due to H, Six pressure will be C Monitor pressure and tie monitor to ahut-
Solenoid Valve 2 actuated open to wire brieakag or con. built up and may msu.. down circuit.

allow H, gas gun- tac detedomutlon. catastrophic rupture sad
seated from rm- Short circuit due to poaeible exploaion.
actor, 2 to flow niligatlon or coniatal-
to fuel cel nation.

Open ramagled valve srnBurni-off effluent will be M
contamination veated to fuel cell. Cotl

may be poisoned. and
electrical output will
drop. H, presasure will be
higher then boum-off ex.
bevsot; therefore, H, will
be enhausted out 3-way
valve. Metiwantor may be
burned out due to mix-
ture of hot exkauatL and
H,.

Leak Improper mall rayed H, gas wilt be leaked to C Conduct leak test on all new system
by vibration or im. surrounding enviroament. builds or rebuilds.
proper installation

20121 Burn-Off TNormally closed; Open, leak Spenig binding, spring H. Sa pr-sr dete-e M Visaslly clinc valor spring and shaft
Valve I Icain-ectsted to Wifaiue. entAnibna- An cell output will be for Structural integrity.

Iallow burn-off lion, broken shift loweredl.
pas to exhaust due to vibration mtd/
from reactor 1 or shock
into teams

paeClousd Spring binding. hey- Burnoff exhaust cannot in Visually chock valve spring and Laft
ken. shaft be vented properly. for structural integrity.

20122 0 um4uff Normally closed; Open, leak Spring binding, sping H. pas pr--ar d -osse M Visually chick valve spring and snafl
IValve 2 cana-uarsted to fatigue, cautasuln- and cell output will be for structurel integrity.

allow burn-off lion, broken shaft loweredl.
pax to exhaust due to vibration and/
from reactor 2 or shack
into atmosphere

IClosed Spring binding, bro- Burn-off exhaust cannot mn Vinsually chinch valve spering a" shaft
ken. shaft be vented properly. for structural integrity.

20123 Tubing Allows gas flow Leak, rupture, crach Vibration, shock H,. fuel, Or air premssue M Conduct leek test on entire system after
throuigh systemu will drop. fabrication and often rebuild,

.720 Cell Stock Plicaphoricscid Skructural damap, Excessive; vibration Stack will be unabkle to M
fuel cell whicb pro- mracbad cell. broken and/or shock produce electrical rowe?.,
nidew dce electrical electrode
power thog Clousid manifold Impurre caoning sor Cafas will not be cooleid mn
selctrochismicil properly. and output
reaction of H, will be degraded.
and 0.

20202 I eaExhne Prvesfrsck Leek, crack Eaaseive vibratson Process mw will become is
Iheesling during and/or shock coestaminated with hot
lutmo-up exisiuxit effluent from

preactor. Cell will be

20203 Slower, Process Provides air source Motor failure Vibration. shack, etc., Fue cell wil be depreived M
Air for fuel-cell opera- crusafig Open Or abort Of Hea oxygen source and

1.00 circuit will be shut down.

Suring failure Contamucatur, wemr. Blewm, will anot operatejbl Replace blower woon hearnage become
storage centsainm. peoperly, witht the ulti- noury. Drainage itnanvt be replaced Or
lion maepesellobt y of an. ead Mnftuerco ed o

s-ans se l mto shut- more thns S manthm ;Ing of bearnngs,
down. This will result
in dertenimg fuel veil of

20204 Innartor Process Coavnum dc wsoset Open, short Vmbeatna OWdlu hiorse me blowe- willno
1

I
Air Blower Ifrom battery or alsock.cwusaig break taxes or mea. and cell Out-

fuel cell to sein, sag orrshuetigof PIAtWillldrOP o WO ,
Iputtoamnblower .- Wir

Dilecstric brekdown Ceetuessason by heocee an blower will M M 111plae nss, e
Moistnrew. pon owr SuO or M rt es aFARW canl CU-

regulation PA will drop to moo*
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Air peoneis am dust pitelslse cently

Looking krorucieal luulen seal There is aPossibility of is pfwv.d for per'ildh r~jeg~niwv,
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mas ilemaicins ries sn sand xvseuent

-%3W1 Ceetral bous 0 Ceas; S ero 3ns sheete aeecsan C-fiecair weled. I~ (keeewsg s cJuUruiandolso
01010 Time .ite Motore washout wasle. a .semssion I 4 milent clos Or pumnp saotiaet enuidow- ccmn Oc~l
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10101i Vhs.. chmaker VaiM. PAoP me, lom d Ambient dMc Mid Air blower operate ma Fmewimally replac filter. Replace.
Air dist puteltim blosifclntY. ferlequtly in dusty eOnviomeutto.

Leefkiril Rtiactorel tiluor, peep Air is comtemal. man Pralodloll replac filter.
Mid 1.1kw. rated.

10102 In, aot, Clacker Cosymir do out. Open, huot Mobetion mdI/or (sacker air blower will M Repaer invrer..
Air Slow past b-r bWaoy hlock, miaaelg bbeak- not operate ard juet.

ogrfeeloadtoc meftor aboetligfta upwillaft beaoccom.
lepi to air bloer will" pslaidd; or orkerus can.

not be papd.
Dielectric breakdown Colnlednelon by (hacker air bilower will M

mobews. poor power skit operate, and slat.
MrqAISOll op Will not be mocoma-

pbsked; or workier can.
ft* be pirpld.

10108 Blower, (heck. Provildes purp Si Motor While. Vlbeel md/or Cracker boed manot be M A oonift artlill eltoald be incorporated
Air to smak. hock, causini loen or polled. to provide suludown of system mate.

~r Circuit minter fawl.
Denied fourse Congembsoelle uasrn Will result in "ael~ poor ma Rplace blower whben beariop become

stcomp deterioration blower operation or blow- a**s. butemp cannot be replaewd or
or hoildown., Imuilifg in passed, MsRaulodrtere reommmend. no
WUltbe system Shutdown. aoore tben 6 montito souxp or boertep.

10104 Air Seleclor Solep. Normally closed: Open Demepd valve epobi Air will be mixed with M
Moid Va1w No.1I Oeruglaid oPms to mamid by meeusive fuel in ceracer bed I dur-

allow PiAP air to ilraism ffinmd/or ing working cycle, result.
eM. mwore bed 811ock leg in beenkeg wcblb

1 mawould nw yield H, Me.
uail back-m~mintleot in.

let ir. tlyaoem will be
host down.

Coseed Crcrmamnecln (acker bed 1 canot be M
fialue de to hbock Awpd. reuolting is oit-.
maid/or 'ieto or Moe breeebdown of mata.
divteirbwmtloe; sPrinl ly~g.

laek Vibrntion and/or Islay depaoda Bow of pro- ma Conduct Inak teA on all nuew =ut or
h~ock. missq real or msair, to wonsker during; newly rebuilt units.
amnecs.~ri hiNg purp cycle. Islay "lm

allow Hp genostad a,
woraker to lask b"m Amos-

10106 Air See Norgls- Neomelly closed; Open Mumpsd valve eWin@ A& will be Mired wi1k Ml
med Vahe No. 2 ienegoed open to maurad by amsimaive feel in coraker bed 2 dee-

allow pmp aIr to . .nt. md/or Log wecle cycle, rmsmt-
saw worak.r bed hock ift is buning. wbich
2 waould not yield K. on.

Closed Ileckkial manectilen Cracker bed 2 caenot be M
fambe due to dhock p"Wpd "soft ing isei.
and/or vilwatiso or mass breakduown of cale.

bidselneneping lyt

basis Vfmibeo Siomid/or May depedle Blow of yco. as
hockt, mausiig mel or am air to worac.e dor-
CenoctiOR leg 4 pup cycle. Mlay

&beoollow H. Se genera.
ted iso woraker be Inek in-
to atmospear.

1006 Ircbor No. 1 Pooqides bs- Open, Wirt or oensectrion Ipil. will Mot be sta. M
"nokege eac"I"a break caused by im- SIed. end apotb cannoct
custare to saw. prolser smabasily sod/ be marted.

ow oe orU aoexcms shark or

lbkrt Cowesem~netloodue te 4rala mou-M be enef. M
bed ad or cracked goaed. Mt nd e sW an-

cm jnatcbe moed.

dox" mark-up to ardirs hock a nd is me ant be
. m AI& mate stated
m& Oe towd w. boed Iloeee mposer pp seedsi lleon. will ame fonuseft M "rdct~ p etsok "'
seers ma macb.e I q~t"~o and 4ps causes be

cycle meted

10106 Itati. MW. I plaAf o. b 011p11 Wio re maone-dime Illess oL ens be ar.
_11111P amarkeacauseda by ma- god. &ad system, mnae

ewp o . pro1 aenmbly asdll as be Warestd

ohs" sliter 1. %b " cea. ms be save- M
bad ame Go Ie e Owied. east sYam mae

dOw" cm-p to shml- orb MW "roear 0ee4 be
fet&i Weed en- I,

ow A j W ede eleaeede owep . is"O loues ma s M lNwU. %-OAK") pb- "-frt t
t m

q
term insummr "Oeteerme eat pvto ame" be

C aismam. ma ft. - ma
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10110 Fue.%l W Nee oorIcmally cloosel, OpeeI Dmmd va"Winogpt Possible clise to fusl II
Solenoid Valve actuslacd open to cause by exesive PUMP dies1 GIccIMcI Of
No I oLk,. f. ool be vibration and/or kuccn off exhaimo back.

puieped into cluck. shcock kins up to pump.
or bed I Ckm Illctricl bldkm dus COUckE bed numberc I M TbKe eleul be some provision soee for

to open or elitcit d. 01,110 pronub bydro- ma"oeeioong thisVlve O Wm sn duttlg Uovci
cult, pccadcedinsolee. pme Pa lba $AM..

Leek Vibeatinc mid/of Fuel could be spilled! in C Sydom ebotid be comptletly link-emtooe
shock, imprcoper mai eerounoiagdl geaoon. when new and afer de flti robcelki.

ml it, causing fwoe hae&
ard.

10111 Fuel Seleoaw Normally closed, OPen Damaged valve eWeng lthers aa pow"Sfly of m
Dieoulco Valve cla~du oparc to cowead by zossu"ac doese to fuel pump
No2 Wlkw fuol to be vibeation And/cc dlue to ciances of buren.

pumped alto clok, ock off siabust backing op
oc boi 2 90 pump.

tlcked Cleeielcol falum~ dim Crocker bed nombar 2 II Bomes penovisoc ekou be made for moni.
to open ac elc~ w.c =nfot pnarals bydmc toelog t"l velW OWd es~fhut" dcccii the
Ocut. predohalfg sole. pec Pa. syiam.
DOld oporotioui

Look Vibeation aclordc Fuel could be eptLlod inc C Sysem. icceild be completely lmk-Ieoie
Owlb. ampeoper mal oanoilcidlqins nirmo. whben new wid ll f. overy reubild.

mccl, coausing flo, hle.

10112 Fuel V.&ecice thretrucl leeeg Olpen. beokecn Vbabmelt and/cc Fuel will not lie vapor. Us-
so I c-di .di 10 vapor eblok lead. ffect not dater. known

cfuel W 1v entes.. mined.
ra.cker bed I

10113 PolV-12V ccllarr dsoo heaelig Ope., beoken Vikeotion mid/of Freet wiinl bu e vapor. Un-
Nc,2 rllmedcccopc-eliock load. Effect not deter- knownc

eDfel . onIo mloaed.
cck.. bed 2

1011i tock. lie IcoLsa macolalyot 9uatur-cawl fureleo. cluk. E.--co shock ecudl Pressure will drop. anl se Condut a Ulciougli look leg On nmAoto
N.I endl prouides en- eld faclu. cr tlbn.tl- H, flo. nmy be d.- priaf to maewbling syoleM PeloicKelly

coonacont for fool L endd ecpeet fmc cicks or weld anmomees.

cwck~ui breaokdown of caeslyst ieedeqiede puouf of ClaLtyic octeono w d. I
rescew Fauded. possibly allow-

eql unpice He to 01.10.
slack. tioo baicesc

siack litf.

10115 Crack.l Bed Coail-eu ioayst ftLtucomo fusluft. cuk, . zws.m aelok wel/ Presumow ircccI di. en r Con~dui a ciccO~d Wall ke on nuamte
No 2 and pecoc-lis en wc eiE. ccdrs Hcecen, flow may be do- pila to aminabbog sydem. Psocodicolly

cronuc fc fue '1de inspect for cluck. or weld ioconalsee
-coking Breakdown of cataelyst leedqelsi tcueme of Catalytic &-ea w do- to

treat -ele. Possibly allow.
eq4 inpmpi H, so satec
"lack. Incm kmulceg

I cieck bfa
lolls DIneitec Valve onwo cln Loe Ask lte.l betweenv Thcemg 3s acembeboy of ao
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perueoit
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10202 In met". Po. Ccaotor de nouwi open, abort vlmstlaos and/or Nrmi sir blow.e will Ad Replace invsto..
Air Blowa boo balls" or shock, makill beask. not olat or run, cad

Fu "I finodi fgor aeis~g of coll outputwigdrop to

Dielectric breakown CMUclm~io by lowca ikoam. U Replae inverter.
MIAiM. poor
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CHAPTER SIX

RELIABILITY AND AVAILABILITY PREDICTIONS

6.1 RELIABILITY PREDICTIONS

Predictions were made of the reliabilities of the Engelhard and Pratt and Whitney
proposed open-cycle fuel-cell system design. These predictions used the reliability model
and procedure described in Chapter Three and the data presented in Chapter Four. The
computer program used for the calculations is described in Chapter Seven.

The predictions are based on the information currently available on both the design of
the systems and the failure rates of their components. They provide a fair basis for
comparison between the two contractors' systems. Because of the incompleteness of the
data as outlined in Chapter Four and because of the relatively early design stage of the
open-cycle fuel-cell power plant, the reliability fgures should be used only to compare the
two competing designs and not to compare the fuel-cell technology with another
power-plant technology without careful consideration of the state of development of each.

Table 5 presents the results of the reliability prediction conducted for each
manu-acturer's design under the environmental conditions discussed in Section 3.3. Methods
are not available for establishing confidence levels on predicted reliability values. Therefore,
confidence levels are not presented in this report.

Table 5. PREDICTED RELIABILITY* OF OPEN-
CYCLE FUEL-CELL SYSTFMS

Environment En~Ul, Pratt & Whitne)
Desig Design

Laboratory .9540 .9130
Portable Ground .9185 .8189

Tracked Vehicle .7870 .6828

*Pmbabdity of conip" 24.boer opersUon without fadlure.

As expected, the more severe the environmenLud conditions, the lower the reliability. In
both manufacturers' designs, the limiting factors in the reliability computations were the
electronic components, for which very little information was available on design, sAress
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levels, functions, etc. The estimates of their failire rates, therefore, were extremely gross.
For example, the Electronic Control Unit in the Pratt and Whitney system is not yet
designed, and its failure rate was estimated on the basis of the projected number of active
element groups to be incorporated in its design. Several of lhe electronic devices in the
Engelhard system have not yet becn designed, and a description of their functions is not
available. Therefore, it was assumed that the failure rate for 'lhese devices was equivalent to
that estimated for the P&WA Electronic Control Unit.

As discussed in Section 5.4, the use of a silver-zinc battery by Pratt and Whitney results
in a redu-ed reliability. To quantify the reduction in reliability, computations were made
for the P&WA system with a nickel-cadmium battery substituted for a silver-zinc battery.
The results were as follows:

RLaboratory = .9593

RPortable Ground = .9268

RTracked = .8120

Comparing these values with the values shown in Table 5 provides an indication of the
reliability penalty bceng paid by P&WA NN ith the silver-zine battery.

6.2 AVAILABILITY PRED!CTIONS

Inherent availability, a fu'."tion of active operating and repair time, is the probability
that the system will operate satisfactorily when called upon. Mathematically, it can be
defined as follews:

MTBF
MTRF + MTTR

where

Ai f= Inherent Avoilability

MTBF = Mean Time Between FK.iure' . .S)

MTTR' = Mean Time To Repair (Hoursj

Estimates of Mean Time To Repair for the proposed open-cycle fuel-cell system designs
were not available for this study. The Purchase Descrintion establishes a Mean Corrective
Maintenance Time goal of three man-hours. If it is assumed that corrective maintenance can
be accomplished in all cases by a single maintenance man and that Mean Corrective
Maintenance Time is equivalent to Mean Time To Repair, then the inherent availabi!ities of
the two designs can be estimated as follows (laboratory environment only and assuming that
the maintenance goal of three hours !.an be met):

Contractor Ai MTBF MTrR

Engelhard .9941 509.55 3

Pratt & Whitney .9837 263.73 3
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CHAPTER SEVEN

COMPUTER PROGRAM

The computer program was developed on a time-sharing system with basic FORTRAN
used as the language. This made the program suitable for use on USAMERDC's COMSHARE
time-sharing system with their preferred XTRAN language.

The program, described and illustrated in Appendix B, is designed to assess the
reliability of a simple series system. It can assess individual component redundancy when
the appropriate inputs are provided for the redundant elements. Four reliability or failure
distributions can be manipulated in the program: the exponential, normal, and lognormal
distributions, and probability. It is not necessary for all components to have the same
distribution, but one component cannot have two failure distributions at one time. The
three individual K-factors can be applied to the single component failure rate to account for
different system environments.

Appendix B also presents detailed instructions for exercising the program on a
time-sharing computer terminal.
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APPENDIX A

SOURCES OF FAILURE-RATE DATA

APOLLO Reliability Prediction, Estimation, and Evaluation Guidelines, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, December 1963. (R-11)

RADC-TR-114, Volumes I, II, and III, Data Collection for Nonelectronic Reliability
Handbook, Rome Air Development Center, Air Force Systems Command, Griffiss Air Force
Base, New York, June 1968.

Failure Information Notebook, Special Technical Report No. 32, ARINC Research
Corporation, December 31, 1965.

ffechanical Design and System Handbook, Harold A. Rothbart, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, New York, 1964.

MIL-HDBK-217A, Reliability Stress and Failure Rate Data for Electronic Equipment,
Department of Defense, 1 December 1965.

Army, Navy, Air Force and NASA FARADA Failure Rate Data Program, Volumes 1, 2,
3, and 4, Naval Fleet Missile Systems Analysis and Evaluations Group, Corona, California.
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APPENDIX B

COMPUTER-PROGRAM FLOW CHART AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

FLOW CHART

The flow chart for the computer program is presented in Figure B-1.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE ON TIME-SHARING COMPUTER TERMINAL

The steps described herein must be strictly adhered to for the program to function
properly.

When a link with the time-sharing system is established, the first symbol seen after
"Run" is typed as an equal (=) sign. After the equal sign, type the number of components
(N1) in the Pratt and Whitney system and the sum of the components in the Pratt and
Whitney system and the Engelhard system (N2). Each of these variables is allocated two
places, and the data must be right-justified.

A second equal sign will then appear, and the operate time must be typed. The time is
allocated five places; it must be typed with a decimal place and in such a way that none of
the five-digit fields overlap.

The third and last equal sign will appear, and the K-factor codes (1 to 3) must then be
punched, followed by a "1" or "2", indicating that the calculations are to be made for the
Pratt and Whitney system or the Engelhard system, respectively. These K factors are used to
adjust the failure rate and mean values. There must be a K factor for each run; the K factor
and the system code are each allocated two places, and the data must be right-justified. This
ends the data entry at the keyboard at the time of execution.

The failure rates, means, accrued operating time, and K-factors and duty cycles are
stored as a file and called "YRDATA."

When the data are prepunched, the following format is used, where one line represents
one component:

Columns 1-5 contain a line number code. This is not used by the model program but
is used to edit and update data entries.
Column 8 contains a "1" if the component is in series and a "2" if it is in parallel.
Column 11 contains a "1" if the component failure rate is in failures per 106 hours,
and a "2" if the component failure rate is in failures per 106 cycles.
Column 14 contains the distribution codes:
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1 = exponential

2 = normal

3 = lognormal

4 = probability of success

Columns 15-21 contain the exponential failure rate X 106, or the mean time to
failure (normal or lognormal), or the probability of the component's success,

Columns 22-28 contain the standard deviation (normal or lognormal) or are set to 0.

Columns 29-35 contain the time the component has already operated if normal or
lognormal is used; otherwise, they are set to 0.

Columns 36-42 contain K factor number 1.

Columns 43-49 contain K factor number 2.

Columns 50-56 contain K factor number 3.

Columns 57-63 contain the duty cycle if Column 11 is "1" and the number of cycles
of operation in 24 hours if Column 11 is a "2".

Note 1: The last seven fields must be punched with a decimal point, and no fields may
overlap.

Note 2: The values associated with lognormally distributed variables must be in terms of
natural logarithms.

The prediction program is shown in Figure B-2.
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10 DIMENSION ISPC75,.2).IDSTC75),VARC75.7).TCI).1NC75.
18 FILENAME YRDATA
20 35 READ 1,NIN2
30 1 FORMAT(212)
40 IF(NI) 36*36,37
50 36 STOP
60 37 READ 2sT(1)
70 2 FORt4ATCFS.0)
80 BEGIN FILE &YRDATA"

91& (VARCI.,J)mJz 1.7) I. lvN2)
100 4 FORMATCI5, 313. 7F7.2)
104 READ 1s,kM
110 PRINT:"SYSTEM RELIABILITY AND OPERATE TIME"
120 Pzl.O
130 J=1
150 IFC4-1) 17#17#18
160 17 1821
170 IE=NI
180 GO TB 19
190 18 IBZNI+1
200 IEzN2
210 19 DO 200 1:18, IC
212 IFCISPCI.2)-I) 31#31*32
214 31 TIME=TCJ)*VARCI*7)
216 GO TB 33
218 32 TIMExVARCI,7)
220 33 IJ*K+3
230 IIxIDSTCI)
240 GB TO C21#22*22,24)sII
250 21 XM=VAR(,I. )/1000000.0*VARClI.j)
260 PRO=CEXP(-XM*TIME))
270 GB TB 20
280 22 XM=VAR(ts1)*VARCIPIJ)
290 TIME=TIME+VAR( I. 3)
300 IF(II-2) 25,,25,23
310 25 Yz(TIr4E-XM)/VARCI,, 2 )
320 GB TB 26
330 23 YzCALBG(TIME)-XM)/VARCI.2)
340 26 PRB:0.5*C1.0+C.(1-EXP(-0.63662*Y*Y))**0.5)
350 IF(Y) 20#20,,28
360 28 PRO=1.0-PRO
380 GO TB 20
390 24 PR~xVAR(1*1)
395 20 IF(ISPCIla)-1) 27.27*29
397 27 PxP*PRB
400 GB TO 200
403 29 PzP*(2.0*PRB-PRO*PRB)
405 200 CBNTINUE
410 PRINT 9.PP.T(J)
420 9 FBRMATC2EI5.8)
470 GO TO 35
480 ENDj

Figure B--2. PREDICTION PROGRAM


